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Abstract. This article aimed at presenting the scattered econophysics
literature as a uniﬁed and coherent ﬁeld through a speciﬁc lens
imported from philosophy science. More precisely, I used the methodology developed by Imre Lakatos to cover the methodological evolution
of econophysics over these last two decades. In this perspective, three
co-existing approaches have been identiﬁed: statistical econophysics,
bottom-up agent based econophysics and top-down agent based econophysics. Although the last is presented here as the last step of the
methodological evolution of econophysics, it is worth mentioning that
this tradition is still very new. A quick look on the econophysics literature shows that the vast majority of works in this ﬁeld deal with a
strictly statistical approach or a classical bottom-up agent-based modelling. In this context of diversiﬁcation, the objective (and contribution)
of this article is to emphasize the conceptual coherence of econophysics
as a unique ﬁeld of research. With this purpose, I used a theoretical framework coming from philosophy of science to characterize how
econophysics evolved by combining a methodological enrichment with
the preservation of its core conceptual statements.

1 Introduction
Econophysics is nowadays well-known as an area of knowledge dealing with the
application of physics to economic/ﬁnancial issues. As the name suggests, econophysics is a hybrid discipline that can roughly be deﬁned as “a quantitative approach
using ideas, models, conceptual and computational methods of statistical physics”
applied to economic and ﬁnancial phenomena [1]. The term “econophysics” was ﬁrst
coined 20 years ago by physicists by Stanley et al. [1] and since then, it has generated a lot of researches and an increasingly diversiﬁed literature [2–4]. This article
aims at reconciling this methodological diversity with the idea that econophysics
can be perceived as a conceptual coherent ﬁeld. So doing, I will not write here
a review of literature1 but I will rather propose a conceptual framework inspired
a
1
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See Chakraborti [2, 3] Schinckus [4] or Jovanovic and Schinckus [5] for such as review.
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from philosophy of science to show how econophysics literature dealing with several
approaches such as agent-based econophysics (bottom-up agent-based econophysics
and top-down agent-based econophysics) and statistical econophysics2 can be presented as an unique ﬁeld. Speciﬁcally, this article will discuss the methodological
foundations of each methodological perspective and how these approaches contributed
to a progressive and coherent crystallization of econophysics.

2 The original econophysics
Econophysics did not pop up from nowhere: physicists who decided to deal
with ﬁnancial markets perpetuated a methodological trend initiated by the Santa
Fa Institute in the 1990s. Indeed, as Waldrop (1992) explained it, this institution
largely contributed in the study of dynamic complexity (i.e. dynamics of non-simple
systems composed by a high number of interacting elements): while studies exists
on the historical inﬂuence of SFI on the development of agent-based modelling (see
Arthur [6] for a good overview), links with econophysics are, at best, assumed but
rarely analyzed. Although that SFI is not often mentioned in the literature dedicated
to econophysics, it played a key role in the genesis and the development of that ﬁeld
[7]. Developed and directed by well-known physicists, the Santa Fe Institute quickly
became a famous research center in physics whose reputation was (is still) founded
on the interdisciplinary perspective it promotes. In the 1980s, the SFI was the ﬁrst
place where physicists did research associated with economic systems [8]. The rapid
expansion of computers contributed to the development of complexity studies because
their increasing storage capacity eased the historical data analysis which favoured the
identiﬁcation of macro-patterns [7]. This progressive computerization of society and
science contributed to the development of the self-criticality theory [9, 10], a ﬁeld that
requires a high number of observations to characterize the macro-regularities in complex systems. By promoting the application of this theory to other area of knowledge,
the SFI played a key role in the genesis of econophysics. Moreover, the SFI provided
an institutional place where physicists can discuss the application of that framework
to economic/ﬁnancial systems. This link implies that, from the statistical physicists’
viewpoint, power laws are synonym to complex system, which makes their study
particularly stimulating for these scientists as the leading econophysicist Bouchaud
[11, p. 105] explained it,
“Physicists are often fascinated by power laws. The reason for this is that complex, collective phenomena give rise to power laws which are universal, that is,
to a large degree independent of the microscopic details of the phenomenon.
These power laws emerge from collective action and transcend individual speciﬁcities. As such, they are unforgeable signatures of a collective mechanism”.
As the next section will detail it, this point is important because, by dealing with
power laws, physicists did not deal with classical economic theoretical constraints
in terms of methodological individualism, agents’ perfect rationality, the Gaussian
framework, arbitrage, etc. This particular methodological orientation gave econophysicists the opportunity to develop a speciﬁc knowledge outside of classical economics and, at the same time, to adopt a boundary macro-perspective on ﬁnancial
data. These dissimilarities with classical economics have furthermore been enhanced
by the nomination of an economist (Brian Arthur) as the director of the economic
program of the SFI. Indeed, this situation directly contributed to the development of
2
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in these sub-categories of econophysics.
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a speciﬁc research agenda more focused on agent-based models whose increasing popularity coincided with a gradual disinterest of works devoted to statistical patterns
in economics [12, p. 9]. This historical reason partly explains why statistical patterns
became an independent ﬁeld of research often associated to what we call “stylized
facts” in the economics. These stylized facts refer to “empirical facts that arose in
statistical studies of ﬁnancial (or economic) time series and that seem to be persistent
across various time periods, places, markets, assets, etc.” [2, p. 994] I evoke hereafter
a non-exhaustive list of works dealing with two speciﬁc stylized facts (fat-tails and
auto-correlations) as a telling example of this literature.
The fat-tailed dimension of ﬁnancial distribution is probably the oldest3 stylized
fact in ﬁnance and it is related the origin of econophysics. Indeed, since the beginning of the 1990s, this speciﬁc issue generated a great number of econophysical
studies developed speciﬁc statistical frameworks such as gradually truncation [16],
exponentially truncation [17], and damped truncation [18] in order to capture the
leptokurticity observed in the empirical distributions. Correlations and autocorrelations between economic/ﬁnancial variables (i.e. stock prices, returns, order signs,
transaction volumes, etc.) can also be looked on as another stylized fact studied by the
econophysicists. The Gaussian framework used in the ﬁnancial mainstream implies
an absence of autocorrelation for independent and identically distributed ﬁnancial
returns meaning that their statistical features do not depend on the time scale. However, empirical data show that statistical properties of distributions change with time.
The most well-known changing characteristic is the clustering volatility which refers
to the fact that “large changes tend to be followed by large changes of either sign and
small changes tend to be followed by small changes” [19, p. 994]. Among the numerous works dealing with stylized facts, one can mention [20, 21] who tried to describe
this clustering phenomenon by using speciﬁc power laws and stable Lévy processes.
Because the complex phenomena require an analysis of all statistical links between
elements, the econophysics literature has contributed to this speciﬁc issue related to
the estimation of the correlations and covariance matrix. Stanley et al. [22] emphasized the statistical similarities (in terms of correlated randomness) between physics
and economics whereas Preis et al. [23] deepened these similarities by showing that
the average correlation among the daily closing prices of the 30 stocks forming the
Dow Jones Industrial Average varies in time. Laloux et al. [24] found that only a few
eigenvalues survive above the noise bands while several methods have been proposed
for identiﬁcation of the non-random elements of the correlation matrix [25, 26]. Of
course, results coming from the original correlation matrix diﬀer strongly from those
generated from the usual correlation matrix used in ﬁnance developed by Markowitz4
in 1952 [27]. As Lux [28, p. 23] explained it, “standard covariance matrix estimates
might vastly overstate the chance of diversiﬁcation so that better performance could
be expected from using cleaned up matrices”.

3
Mitchell [13] for example, recognized the presence of kurtosis in ﬁnancial return in 1915.
However, this issue has not been studied, in ﬁnance, until the 1960s when Mandelbrot tried
to describe the evolution of ﬁnancial prices with a Paretian law (Pareto who pioneered the
use of power law distributions even prior their use in physics). However, Jovanovic and
Schinckus [14] explained why the use of a Paretian framework was not possible in ﬁnance
at that time. For further detail about the use of power law in economics and social sciences,
see also Gabaix [15].
4
The portfolio theory is the foundational theory of ﬁnancial economics explaining how
investors try to maximize portfolio expected return (i.e mean) for a given amount of portfolio
risk (i.e variance), or equivalently, how investors try to minimize risk (variance) for a given
level of expected return (mean), by choosing speciﬁc proportions of various assets.
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The econophysics literature dealing with this stylized facts is huge and its presentation goes far beyond the scope5 of this article whose purpose is to propose a
conceptual framework in order to lay the methodological foundations of econophysics.

3 The emergence of agent-based econophysics
Schinckus [7] emphasized the important role played by the Santa Fe Institute in
the popularization of dynamic complexity by introducing its two major computational approaches: the emergence of a spontaneous order (agent-based modelling) or
the emergence of a macro-statistical regularity (statistical perspective). These two
ways of modelling largely inﬂuenced the progressive diversiﬁcation of econophysics
literature which can be divided into two areas, one dealing with macro-statistical
regularities and another devoted to agent-based econophysics. Around the 2000s, one
can observe an increasing demand for a microscopic approach in econophysics whose
original methodology was considered by some physicists (Farmer [29], Sornette [30])
as too phenomenology oriented. In this challenging context, some key econophysicists ([29–31]) promoted the creation of a methodological bridge between agent-based
modelling and statistical perspective originally used in econophysics6 . Although this
conceptual combination between a macro-based and inductive approach (observation
of statistical patterns) and a micro-based and deductive method (agent-based modelling) could be seen contradictory, it directly results from the historical roots of
econophysics: these two frameworks have mainly been developed by members of the
Santa Fe Institute who promoted the idea of a big science combining micro and macro
studies of complex systems [33].
Agent-based econophysics is founded on a micro-approach since it uses
agent-based modelling. The literature about the agent-based models is huge
and published in several disciplines7 . This modelling can be looked on as an
interdisciplinary approach [40] referring to so many ﬁelds that it is not possible to
number them in this paper. The literature dealing with agent-based models coming
from physics but applied in economics can be decomposed into two categories: on
one hand, we have research characterizing the emergence of speciﬁc macro-properties
without using a pre-deﬁned macro-pattern, and on the other hand, one can ﬁnd works
whose objective is to reproduce existing macro-statistical patterns that are taken as
granted from empirical observations. It is worth mentioning that the ﬁrst approach is
quite similar to the one used by economists i.e. a modelling to characterize the emergence of a speciﬁc macro-result (without a priori information about the emerging
macro-output) in which all micro-interactions are deﬁned through plausible assumptions. Regarding this bottom-up agent-based modelling, one can mention the existing
of several methodologies based on diﬀerent analogies. For instance, the analogy “agent
= particle” is usually used to describe the non-trivial behaviour of economic actors. In
this perspective, herding behaviour generates several studies [41–43] associating the
information dissemination process with a percolation model among traders whose
interactions randomly connected their demand through clusters. Another telling
5

For further details on this category of works, see Chakraborti [2] or Schinckus [3].
See, for example, the recent publication of a book entitled “Agent-based econophysics”
at Springer Press – Abergel et al. [32].
7
Agent-based approach appeared in the 1990s as a new tool for empirical research in a
lot of ﬁelds such as economics [34], voting behaviors [35], military tactics [36], organizational
behaviors [37], epidemics [38], traﬃc congestion patterns [39], etc. See Waldrop [33] for a good
“pre-history” agent-based approach in physical sciences (i.e. researches which contributed
to the application of agent-based modeling in physics).
6
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examples can be mentioned with Pickhardt and Seibold [44], for example, explained
that income tax evasion dynamics can be modelled through an “agent-based econophysics model” based on the Ising model of ferromagnetism while Donangelo and
Sneppen [45], as well as Shinohara and Gunji [46], approached the emergence of
money through studying the dynamics of exchange in a system composed of many
interacting and learning agents. Another set of works implement a diﬀerent analogy
in their agent-based methodology since they associate physical particles with orders
on the ﬁnancial markets. Bak et al. [50] used a reaction diﬀusion model in order to
describe the orders dynamics. In this model, orders were particles moving along a
price line, and whose random collisions were seen as transactions (see also Farmer
et al. [47] or Hommes [48], for the same kind of model). Maslov [49] tried to make
the model developed by Bak et al. [50].
The second approach using agent-based technique in econophysics try to reproduce existing data implying that all micro-interactions between agents are initially
calibrated in order to generate a pre-existed (given) macro-pattern. This approach
is usually called “top-down agent based modelling” econophysics. In contrast with
the works evoked above that do not expect any kind of macro-patterns, this topdown methodology aims at reproducing (through calibration of micro-interaction)
a speciﬁc given macro-pattern. Among studies dealing with this approach, one can
mention Jonhson et al. [50] and Zhou and Sornette [52] used agent-based modelling
in order to reproduce the statistical stylized fact observed in the ﬁnancial markets or
Podobnik et al. [53] who combined stochastic and agent-based approaches to develop
a model for trading time, trading volume and prices changes. Gubiec and Kutner
[54] also showed that an objective mechanism can be deducted in the frame of the
oﬀer stochastic process which is independent of agents’ intelligence (suggesting that
statistical models can also deal with not only zero-intelligent agents).
To sum up this section, there are roughly speaking, three ways of conceptualizing
the micro-macro interaction: 1) statistical econophysics (or the original econophysics);
2) bottom-up agent-based econophysics; and 3) top-down agent-based econophysics.
In the next section, I will deﬁne a speciﬁc conceptual framework inspired by philosophy of science (Imre Lakatos) to highlight the methodological coherence of econophysics although one can consider its literature as scattered.

4 The elaboration of a meta-methodology
This section presents a set of criteria through which the three methodologies (statistical econophysics, top-down agent based econophysics and bottom-up agent-based
econophysics) existing in econophysics will be discussed. Speciﬁcally, I will use a
Lakatosian framework (developed by Imre Lakatos [55]) to present the similarities (and diﬀerences) between these approaches and then show the reasons for why
these computational approaches can reasonably be associated. In other words, this
sub-section introduces the common characteristics implicitly shared by the three
methodological angles.
4.1 The concept of “hard core”
The concept of “hard core” is meaningful in history and philosophy of science since it
echoes Lakatos’s theory of rationality. Imre Lakatos associated a set of homogenous
theories with what he called a research programme whose hard core refers to common features of the theories shared by all scientist acting in this research programme.
In other words, the Lakatosian hardcore summarizes what members of a scientiﬁc
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the dynamics of a Lakatosian research programme.

community take for granted in their activity. Lakatos [55] explained that these fundamental assumptions that composed the hard core are usually protected by what
he called a “protective belt” (i.e. features of theories that may be altered in the research). This protective belt opens a door for the evolution of the research programme
since it may evolve in line with a positive heuristic (i.e. speciﬁc plan/research agenda)
exploring new issues/puzzles and their formulations required to preserve the hard core
statements. This positive heuristic can be seen as a sequence of injunctions not to
change the fundamental assumptions. For Lakatos, a research programme is said to
be progressive when its alterations allow its members to make novel predictions which
refers to the ability of the programme to predict a phenomenon that has never been
observed prior the prediction. This idea of empirical progress is very important for
the Hungarian philosopher because it oﬀers a demarcation between progressive and
degenerative research programmes in science. The latter characterizes a programme
whose alterations are not more than ad-hoc adjustments/reformulation of the existing protective belt to preserve the hard core assumptions). Roughly speaking, the
dynamics of a research programme can be illustrated as shown in Figure 1.
This schema shows that a progressive research programme is supposed to evolve
in line with an increasing empirical progress (the horizontal arrow). This is the role
of the positive heuristic (arrow going the same direction than the horizontal one)
to ensure this speciﬁc movement. On this illustration, the arrow going in opposite
direction represents the regression of the research programme in case of scholars do
not follow the negative heuristic (i.e. injunctions that members must follow in order
not to break the progress of the research programme). In this chapter, I will use
this idea of hard core to describe the methodological fragmentation of econophysics.
More precisely, I will show how the three traditions share the same hard core but
that they investigate/protect it in a diﬀerent way. In this context, I will suggest
that the methodological diversity observed in econophysics actually result from a
crystallization of the protective belt in accordance with a positive heuristic. In other
terms, all econophysics will continue to share the same common feature whatever the
way they will protect these fundamental assumptions. The methodological exploration
made by these authors paradoxically strengthen the protective belt of econophysics
as I will explain in the following section.

4.2 The hard core of econophysics
First of all, the three econophysics traditions deal with the extension of knowledge coming from physics to economics/ﬁnance. In this extension, the vast majority of econophysicists consider economic/ﬁnancial phenomena as complex systems
composed by a large number of interacting elements. This methodological point is
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important because the multiplication of components requires a speciﬁc process of
generalization in order to transform the accumulation of facts/statements into a
structured knowledge. While economists are well-known to found their models on the
methodological individualism using the mere addition as process generalizing their
knowledge8 , econophysicists rather consider that “something happens” between the
micro and the macro level of complex systems. Indeed, econophysicists conjointly consider that macro-results can be presented as an emergent properties transcending the
micro-components’ behaviour. However, this emergence of macro-results must be captured/explained leading each tradition to describes “what is happening” in a diﬀerent
way. There is an obvious link here with the philosophical concept of emergence which
is usually presented as some variant of the following statement: a theory T1 reduces a
theory T2 if the laws of T1 are derivable from those of T2. I will show in this section
that econophysics developed a diﬀerent meaning for the term “reduction” since they
rather associate this concept to the asymptotic convergence resulting from a large
number of implementations of the reduced theory T2 . This way of conceptualizing
emergence can be roughly be schematized as follows:
lim T2 = t1 .

n→∞

In this schema, a more encompassing (macro) theory T1 reduces a speciﬁc (micro)
theory T2 if the laws of T1 is asymptotically derived from the observations/iterations
of T2 . This way of characterizing the notion of emergence is inspired from
Batterman [56] who promoted the development of an “asymptotic reasoning” [56,
p. 3] by claiming that many of why-questions based theories are explanatorily deﬁcient to understand how universality can arise (by universality, Batterman refers
to “a feature of the world – namely that is in certain circumstances distinct types
of systems exhibit similar behaviors” [56, p. 9]). When he presented his approach,
the philosopher wrote that “Sometimes, science requires methods that eliminate both
details and, in some sense, precision [. . .] I call these methods ‘asymptotic methods’ ”
[56, p. 13]. Roughly speaking the latter can be deﬁned as methods describing limiting behaviour of a speciﬁc phenomenon. These techniques assumed the existence
of a sequence of data related to a particular conﬁguration of systems composed by
noisy elements/variables. In such a context, only the asymptotic domain (behaviour
at the limit-situation) is considered as a worthy information to understand the emergence of universality because it avoids details that could obscure the understanding
of the phenomenon [59]. In other words, the asymptotic reasoning is appropriate
to characterize a behavioural similarity observed in diverse systems (i.e. universality). It is worth mentioning that econophysicists often characterize this universality9
through the use of speciﬁc statistical processes (power laws) to describe the dynamics
of complex systems. In this perspective, the universality of these processes is justiﬁed
through two aspects: 1) the recurrent observation of such as regularities in diﬀerent
economic/ﬁnancial contexts and 2) the statistical stability of the processes that guarantee a dimensionless invariant feature in the observation of complex systems. The
identiﬁcation of such invariance required a high number of observations/iterations
whose accumulation will make emerge a recurrent macro-pattern. In other words,
econophysics is based on what Batterman [56] call an asymptotic reasoning that aims
8

For more details on this issue, see Butterﬁeld [57, 58].
The term “universality” does not necessary have good press in philosophy of science
where some authors (Berry [60, p. 185]) associate this notion with “the slightly pretentious
way in which physicists denote identical behaviour in diﬀerent systems”. See Batterman
[56] for further details about such as systems exhibiting the same macro-behaviour while we
obviously know that their micro-details diﬀer signiﬁcantly.
9
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Table 1. The hardcore of econophysics.
Area of knowledge
Explanandum
Explanans

The hard core of econophysics
Economic/ﬁnancial phenomena
Emergent properties based systems (interaction
between the micro and the macro level)
By using an asymptotic reasoning

at formulating equations describing universal features (Δ for instance) of systems by
assuming that the limits Δi (∞) exist.
In line with this reasoning, econophysicists from all traditions assume that complex phenomena can be captured through the analysis of a high number of observations/iterations. The idea behind an asymptotic reasoning is to develop a method
that eliminates micro-details to highlight a signiﬁcant regularity echoing to an identical asymptotic behaviour in diﬀerent systems/phenomena. As evoked above, this
regularity often takes the statistical form of a power law presented as a “universal
feature” and it is justiﬁed by the use of asymptotic statistics in order to eliminate
irrelevant details about individual elements. Although the three econophysics traditions are founded on an asymptotic reasoning, it is worth mentioning that they use
diﬀerent techniques to characterize this asymptotic modelling. The next section will
explain in more details how statistical econophysics, bottom-up agent-based econophysics and top-down agent-based econophysics implement this asymptotic reasoning.
At this step of the article, the point is to understand that the use of an asymptotic
reasoning is a part of the conventionally accepted statements among all econophysics
that can be summarized as shown in Table 1.
These core elements deﬁne the intellectual scope of econophysics and they describe
the major paths of research pursued by econophysicists. First of all, it is commonly
accepted that econophysics refers to the extension of physics to ﬁnance and economics.
That being said, econophysics agree on what has to be modelled (explanandum) since
all of them consider emergent properties based systems as the target of their research
[19]. Facts and statements about these systems can then be observed through a speciﬁc
way of modelling (explanans) based on an asymptotic reasoning according to which
a high number of observations/iterations can reveal a knowledgeable statement even
though it is based on a ﬁctional element referring to a passage to the limit.

4.3 Methodological diversification and conceptual coherence
The purpose of this article is to show that the evolution of econophysics implying a methodological diversiﬁcation does not lose its original hard core. With this
purpose, I will consider the development of a Lakatosian research programme as a
multi-layered process that can take several forms [61]. According to Lakatos, this
development suggests an empirical progress characterized by the observation of novel
predictions. Because these novel predictions allows scholars to outline unknown phenomena, such as view of scientiﬁc progress refers to an increasing of advancement
of scientiﬁc knowledge (cognitive progress). However, this way of describing the
enrichment of knowledge mainly focuses on the goal of a research programme but
it underestimates other aspects of scientiﬁc progress10 that can also be expressed in
a more technological (increased eﬀectiveness of techniques), social increasing quality
of life and justice in society), professional (rising status of the scientiﬁc institutions)
or methodical (invention of new method of research) forms [61]. This paper deals
10

For more details about these debates, see Niiniluoto [61].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the methodological evolution of econophysics.

with the last dimension since, it will use this idea of a multi-layered development
of research programme to show that the proliferation of econophysics methodologies
results from a speciﬁc evolution of the protective belt (i.e. assumption protecting the
hard core) induced by can the positive heuristic of the ﬁeld.
Two aspects of the research programme evolution will be studied here. First of
all, I acknowledge that the three econophysics traditions evoked above keep the same
conceptual hard core and the same major objective which is to make predictions
regarding phenomenon (emergent properties based systems) whose mechanism appears for a long time as unknown for scholars (cognitive dimension). The second aspect
I would like to develop here concerns the methodical evolution of a scientiﬁc enterprise. By keeping its core statements identiﬁed in the previous section while improving
the way of describing ﬁnancial/economics issues, econophysics generated a diversiﬁcation of scientiﬁc instruments that led to the methodological diversiﬁcation. While
the original econophysics focused on the statistical description of economic/ﬁnancial
systems without dealing with their individual components, other econophysicists explored some methodological paths based on computer simulations. So doing, they
contributed to the methodical development of econophysics that can be schematized
as shown in Figure 2.
This ﬁgure schematizes the evolution of econophysics through two dimensions:
cognitive (horizontal axis referring to the advancement of knowledge regarding emergent phenomena) and methodical (vertical axis describing the reﬁnement of instrument used in econophysics). While the ﬁrst rectangle describes the original (statistical) econophysics that mainly uses a macroscopic based approach, the second rectangle refers to a corpus of works founded on more a microscopic perspective and, in
this perspective it illustrates the bottom-up agent-based econophysics that emerged
in the 2000’s. Finally the last rectangle on this Figure 2 is associate with the top down
agent-based econophysics. This graph shows that the proliferation of approaches results from a speciﬁc evolution of econophysics in accordance with a positive heuristic
whose objective was to solidify key assumptions (i.e. protective belt) of the ﬁeld by
keeping its hard core unmodiﬁed. As mentioned before, the positive heuristic consists
of articulated set of suggestions on how to change and solidify the protective belt as
Lakatos explained it.
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“The positive heuristics sets out a programme which lists a chain of ever more
complicated models simulating reality: the scientists’ attention is riveted on
building his models following instructions which are laid down in the positive
part of his programme. He ignores the actual counterexamples” (Lakatos [55,
p. 50]).
In other words, the positive heuristic gives the members of research programme the
opportunity to investigate more complicated models without calling the hard core of
the ﬁeld into question. The use of the word “model” is interesting because it opens
a door to the methodological aspect that I mentioned above. Indeed, when Lakatos
refers to the concept of “model” in his deﬁnition of the positive heuristic, he means
“a set of initial conditions (possibly together with the observational theories) which
one know is bound to be replaced during the further development of the programme”
(Lakatos [55, p. 51]).
By considering the methodological aspect (i.e. reﬁnement of instruments),
I directly illustrate this potential replacement of initial condition evoked by Lakatos.
While original (statistical) econophysics used a macroscopic approach with its speciﬁc initial conditions (high number of observation), the bottom-up agent based
econophysics that emerged several years later rather focuses on a microscopic perspective implying diﬀerent initial conditions based on the pre-deﬁnition of the microinteraction between components. Finally the last tradition (top down agent-based
econophysics) provides a modelling requiring initial conditions that combined the
ones used by the two other approaches.

5 Conclusion
After two decades of research, econophysics is dynamic area of knowledge generating a lot of works combining diﬀerent methodical approaches. In their investigation,
econophysics dared to explore new methodological paths leading to a diversiﬁcation
of the literature. In this context of diversiﬁcation, the objective (and contribution)
of this article is to emphasize the conceptual coherence of econophysics as a ﬁeld of
research. With this purpose, I used a theoretical framework coming from philosophy
of science to characterize how econophysics evolved by combining a methodological
enrichment with the preservation of its core conceptual statement (i.e. statement
implicitly shared by the majority of econophysicists). Although this article mainly
focuses on the conceptual coherence of the ﬁeld, the discussion proposed in the paper also contributes to a better understanding of dissimilarities that exist between
the co-existing methodological approaches in econophysics. Roughly speaking, these
diﬀerences can be summarized as shown in Table 2.
The ﬁrst line of Table 2 refers to the methodological angle chosen by the three
methodological traditions to deal with complex economic/ﬁnance systems. The second
one echoes to the initial conditions (i.e. starting points) these traditions required to
implement their methodology. Afterwards, I evoke the form of knowledge these three
approaches proposes by clarifying the outputs they oﬀer. This table also diﬀerentiates
these traditions in terms of goal and machinery (techniques) used by econophysicists.
The goals to what scholars want to do by implementing their research. Their goal
can be backward-looking or forward-looking since it can consider the present as the
starting or the ﬁnal point of the research. While statistical econophysics aims at ﬁtting historical data for description (backward-looking, the bottom up agent based
econophysics rather algorithmically reproduce data for predictive purpose (forwardlooking). Finally, the last element of my meta-methodology refers to the way of characterizing the concept of emergence in the three econophysics approaches. This article
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Table 2. The three traditions in econophysics.
Statistical
Econophysics
Methodology
Initial conditions
Outcomes

Phenomenological
High number
of observations
Statistical
macro-patterns

Goal

Backward-looking
(Fitting data for
descriptive
purpose)

Machinery

Statistical processes

Emergence

No condition
of derivability
between the
macro and the
micro level

Bottom-up
agent based
Econophysics
Bottom-up
Pre-deﬁned
micro-interactions
Emerging
macro-order

Top-down
agent based
Econophysics
Top-Down
Statistical
assumptions
Micro-interactions
compatible with
pre-existing
a macro-pattern
Forward-looking
Combination of
(Reproducing data ﬁtting and reproducfor
ing data for predictive
predictive
purpose
purpose)
Algorithmic
Statistical/
processes
Algorithmic processes
Deﬁnition of the
Deﬁnition of the
micro level from
macro level to deﬁne
which the macro
the micro level must
level must be
be derived
derived

identiﬁed a conceptual hard core for these three methodologies by showing how this
hard core is not altered in the methodological diversiﬁcation of econophysics.
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